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ABSTRACT 
I I  
I n  Western AfPican Sahel, the everlasting denudation of the soils is a danger for 
their productivity, more especially as bare light soils have o f ”  been over exploited 
by farming and pastoralism. Hence, these areas are threatened w i t h  degradation 
increased by the climatic variations. From remote sensing data , w e  study a set of 
desel-tification indicators. W e  experiment recurrent procedures that may allow the 
identification and measurement of parameters connected tu these indicators, whatever 
origin the data may have. W e  shall apply these procedures to Landsat MSS data 
with two examples to explain the whole process: 
. a description of bare areas around villages (degradation of cultivated areas due 
to permanent cropping) by estimation of their surface and by cdlculation of a set of 
shape parameters; 
. the description of sand seas, by estimating the orientation of the bars and their 
’P 
repetitivity. 
The employed algorithms run morphological t r a n s f i x m a t i o n s  and measurements of 
p r e d e b d  objects on the image. T h e i r  degree of generalization let us use t h e m  on 
images coming fk” diftkrent scenes and even cWfGrent sensors. 
I i* OBJECTIVES 
?. 
2 ~ 
j 
I n  this case, quantitative description means that we have d e b d  and 
esthnabd parameters measuring the shapes of patterns on remote sensing datas; 
these patiErns have been previously associated with some degradation %atures in 
semi-arid environment. 
The study of 
resolved, in thjs semi-acid environment, by the only spectral signature of objects. 
The problems of interpretation are related to the environmentcharacteristics: 
dynamics, related to meteorological and climatic changes, are very rapid and the 
detaïk of the landscape %atures are not wellknown; the spectral channels are 
highly correlated; the landscape units are distinguished by low radiometrric gradients; 
weak contrasts are st i l l  reduced, here in the Sahel, by fkquent haze; hence, in -this 
case more especially, the results of an interpretation cannot be djrec.tly reproduced 
f?” one image to another: other dates, other sensors, other scales.. . 
natural environment and of the impact of human activities are not 
Then in order to analyse thematic objects, in addition to the spectral answer, w e  use 
the concept of the shape of the objects as seen f t o m  the azimuthal point of v iew,  
the spectrum beinR an interface between the objects and -their shapes. 
On Earth,  environmental d e t e r m i n i “  (as climate, slopes, surface of soils...) 
and human impacts (as types of land use, factors of production and the dif€erent 
elements of the relationship between man and his environment) build the @atures of 
the landscape: the landscape units are interwined one w i t h  another. , outlining more 
or less regular shapes. I n  s o m e  s y s t e m a t i c  examples, shape may become the indicator 
of the visible landscape Unit: orthogonal l i m i t s  of f ie lds ,  dendritic hydrographic 
nets, irrigation eatures for instance. 
I n  the Sahelian environment, some of these shapes are connected to landscape Wts 
threatened by desel-tification. W e  shall explain-the examples for the two &&wing 
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reasons: 
. they are signScant of actual processes, that can be observed and measured in 
many countries in the sahel and the s e m i  arid area in the world: the shape is 
significant of a process relatïzd to aridity; hence, measurements are highly use- 
. the apparently simple shape, resulting f b m  complex processes, allows an easy 
and specific modekation. 
The two following examples present the measurement w i t h  two types of parameters: 
surface measurements; orientation measurements. As the relationship between the 
objects on the f k l d  and their shape f b m  an azimuthal point of view is identLfied 
by the t h e m a t i c i a n ,  the sabuite data andparameterization of the shapes allow us to 
resolve the problems of shape extractton. I n  both cases we use the quantitative 
analysis of image: filtering by convolution, texture analysis and especidly 
M a t h e m a t i c a l  Morphology. Objects are extracted by specific algorithms. Measurement 
parameters (surface, orientation) are def!imd by m a t h e m a t A c a l  fb"nas, reproductible. 
The reproductibïlity has two advantages: t3-e objectivation of results; and it m a k e s  
currently possible to quantif'y the chronological evolution as a mutine. 
SURFACE MEASUREMENTS OF DENUDED CULTIVATED AREAS 
(GOND0 PWN, REPUBLEC OF M A L I )  
Land use is organised equally in all directions w u n d  each village , drawing 
concentric circles: 
. in the middle, the village: high trees, shadow of the wal ls ,  flat clay mo&; low 
level of radiance; 
. 
soil: very high radiance; 
. the dense aureole of close fields, every year under cultivation and bare during 
the dry season, w i t h  scarce trees and shrubs: radiance is high; 
a thin circle of permanent stamping (men and cattle paths) w i t h  quite bare sandy 
. and dlso, an external area, more or less structured, more or less cultivated w i t h  
f a l l o w  fields, where  grassy and woody coverage is high; the spectral values are 
numerous and various, generally l o w e r  than in the previous circle. 
The scheme below gives an idea of the morphological organization of these areas, the 
set of which m a k e s  up thellterriertfof each settlement. 
The circle of permanently cultivated close 
fk lds  is highly threatened by degrada- 
tion because of the fanning of light 
organic elements during all the dry sea- 
son; it is equally important to watch 
over the external area, as its internal 
border w i l l  probably get degraded. 
On the scene presented as an example 
(Landsat MSS, 211.050, M a r c h  31, 1976) 
and on the other scenes we read, the t h e m e  
I l f i e l d s  permanently under cultivationt1 is 
easily seen (high level of radiance, 
circular shape) but an obvious single 
thresholding cannot be ac-ved as it can 
be fbr the neighbouring t h e m e s .  Estimation 
of its surface needs a specific analysis of 
spatial organization of pixel values to be 
done. Such an analysis is based on the 
twls of Mathematical Morphology. The fblbwing 
algorithm shows the sequence of procedures 
that leads tn a quantitative description and 
tn a classification of the circles. 
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First principal component 
Identifkation of the common 
center of the circles 
Dilation by isotmpic and 
increasing structuring elements 
Recbning of the mean value 
inside each dilation ring 
Graphs of the resulting values 
according tD the radius of 
dilation 
I 
4 
1 
1 
\ 
Classification 
of the graphs 
Quantitative 
description of 
I 
J/ 
desCriPtive t 
parameters of Classification of 
the circle types of circles 
The steps of the procedure are the fbllowing: 
1. Identifbation of the center of the circles: on interactive t e r m i n a l ,  the coordinates 
of a center are identifled with a cursor and memorized in a binary image. 
2. Successive dilations of this mask with jsotrc~pic structuring élkments: ths basic 
lattke is hexagone hence, the structuring elemen- are hexagons. When the radius is 
increasing, the hexagon looks more and more like a circle, so it can be replaced by 
a dodecagon (fig. 1). 
The ordinary dodecagon has the following form: 
Q = nH @ n* H* 
- 0-0-0 * %  
H = P  % #  
Y u :  
8 e-.-* 
YlJ 15 II" 
from i - 4  11 -0-0-0 
Fig. 1. sequence of dodecagons 
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3. Computation of the m e a n  values ins ide  eachdi la t lon r l n a :  
, '  . .  
Mask Mask x Image 
, .  
T i + i  . .  Si+ l  
S i  T i  
(S=Surface) (T=sum. of 
numeric values) 
Step i Step i+l 
T i + l - T i  M( i+ l )  = si+l-si 
For each village, it aves a p a p h  of 40 points. Y 
4. Hierarchical classiflication tzee: the comlation between all these graphs is 
computed. After descending hierarchicd classitrcation, one can mtke a dkcriminatiDn 
reflectant than th? southern ones. 
5. Direct measures on the graphs: . abscissa and ordinate of the m a x i m u m ,  . width of .the lobe at a given height, . slope f b m  a given distance. 
between North and South: the circles of the northern villages are thinner and more u 
1 
T h i s  whole procedure is flmnded on the esmation of the distance fk" a center: it is 
specifk of a description of a simple concentric circular system. 
W e  have experimen*d two other procedures, that can be used fbr geometrically more 
complex s y s t e m s .  
I n  one of -these, we suppose there is a dimensional d i scon th~ ty  between the dense 
circle of permanently cultivated fields and the s m a l l  scatkred cultivated amas in the 
externdl circle (fig. 2). 
grey level 
4 
fB: opening o f f  by a radius B disk 
, volume variation 
small scattered fields 
disappearing of the fing 
radius of B 
volume of small scattered fields Y 
volume of the ring V 
index of crumbling Y V 
Fig. 2. Grey level grandometry 
The other procedure is fbunded on the compacity of the shapes 0u-d by close 
grey levels: fbr each grey level; a compacity index of the corresponding binary 
image is estimated (surface of the O p e n i n g  / surface of the C l o s i n g ) :  the' function 
shows a single relative m a x i m u m ,  that gives us an estimatbn of the perimetric 
m e a s u r e  of the "close cultivated area" set. 
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The development of models applied to denudation process measurements and their 
application to chronological series of images can then give us usem in€brmations in  
order to contml the potential of production, at the local and regional levels. 
MEASURES OF OWENTATION O F  SAND-HILL BARS 
{NORTH O F  LAKE FAGUIBINE, REPUBLCC OF M U )  
O u r  objective is to estimate the modifications in the orientations of the sand-hills in 
the northern ama of the lake, in order to find a relation between the dT€&rences 
in their structure and -the hypothesis on their genesis. 
In  the north-eastern part of this region, sand hills are organized as long 
regular bars, approximatly oriented NE-SW, with a coverage of grass and Scarce 
shrubs in the dune valleys and the m a r k s  of an ancient hydric erosion. I n  the 
South West, this structure becomeSirmgular, oriented E-W, w i t h  deeper gullies. 
Y, 
b The basic image is a M S S  Landsat, 212.048, May 10, 1982. 
I In  order to study the lransfbrmation of the sand-hill structure, we shall select eight 
samples having the same size (300 pixels x 300 pixels), regularly set along a NE-SW 
axis, and on which we have processed the same numerical treatments. 
The processed image is, in any case, the image of the eight directions achieved by 
a Gabarit fil.tering on the first principal component given by the &ur M S S  bands 
(fig. 3): this image has eight d?fTkrent shades of grey, each shade being the code 
of the highest local gradient direction calculated inside a 3 x 3 window by the 
Gabarit method ( f h m  /3/). 
Two types of treatment have been processed: ’ 
. . 
The aim of these two d?fTkrent sets of treatmenis i s  to estimate principal and 
secondary directions in order to compare the samples (called A, B, C . . H ) .  
’p 
statistical bx?aIments on the eight directions of every sample 
batmen- using M a t h e m a t i c a l  Morphology methods. 
S-Wis 
The first basic treatment consists in working out the distributions of the eight 
directions in each sample (fig. 4, samples A and B). This analysis is complebd by 
two proceedings estimating the regularity of the directions inside each sample. 
They consist in comparing statistics on two successive concentric windows: 
. the calculation of the chi 2 distance between two successive windows 
Fn and Fn t1 described by tkbe variable WirectiorP obtained through the Gabarit 
8 fn+lj 2 NF 8 
Khi 2 (Fn, Fn+l)= 1 [2 - -1 fi. = C fhi fn. =C fnj 
fn: f n t l .  n r l  n:l i fi. 
(NF =total number of windowst 
. 
directions between Fn and Fni.1. 
The parameters describing these samples are given by s u m m i n g  up the 150 values of 
Chi 2 an Permutations relakLves to the’l50 successive concentric windows. The results 
relative to the eight sqmples are shown on the fbllowing table, but we w i l l  only 
comment the two first sets: A and B. 
the calculation of the number of permutations of the order of the fbquencies of the 
I 
TABLE 1 Indexes of directions regularity 
samples chi 2 Number of p e r m u t a t b n s  
A 0,0001324 133 
D 0,0003169 102 
E 0,0002144 120 
B 0,0001055 241 
C 0,0001245 170 
F 0,0001858 127 
G 0,0004412 167 
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The two variables C h i  2 and Permutation, measured on the samples, are not 
correlated. The results on the sample B are typical, it has the lower  Chi 2 and the 
higher number of permutations. It can be explained both by the high number of 
changes in the Imal gradient direction in the southern part of the image (fig. 3) 
and by the regulariw of the fkequency of .the changes in  the same area. The values 
of the two variables Chi 2 and Permutation indicate both the high number of 
permutations in the order of the fl-equencies of dimctions between two successive 
windows and the low level of variations between the two distributions of these windows. 
S h e  the objects in the example A are seen as more regularly and more continuously 
structured, the C h i  2 is higher than in the sample B: the regularity of the shapes 
does not produce such a high regularity in local gradient changes. The number of 
permutations, which is very much lower  than By js explained by the m a i n  importance 
of a single orientation on the whole sample. 
mensional parametem; however, it does not allow the perturbations of directions to be 
located inside the image: this is .the subject of present development; moreover, the 
shape is reached here only h u g h  a local orientatLon (the local gradient) at the 
level of each pixel. For thjs reason, we m a d e  measurements starting w i t h  the extraction 
of the shapes (sand-hXl bars, gullies) achieved by morphological transformations. 
The analysis of the directional Wadien& repart3tion in the windows gives us Unidii- Y 
Morphological transformations 
Algorithms are applied to the same image of eight directions as above. W e  made 
separate filtering;; for the m a i n  structure (the bars) and fir the gullies, in order to 
estimate the importance of each direction and ID compare samples ID each others: 
the use of two difkrent algorithms, one fbr exIraction and measurement of gullles, 
one fbr exIraction and measurement of bars, is here justifled by the dif&rence of 
significant grey level of each t h e m e .  
Eight directions image 
1 ,(Gabarit) (fig. 3) 
Grey level transfbrnnation 
(Sand h ï U  bars) (Gullies) 
Median filtering 
Grey level transformation 
J 
Median filtering 
I 
I 
/ 1 one level thresholding 
Radius 1 closing 
1 
Radius 1 opening 
then radius 2 closing 
(conversion to binary image) 
1 
Elimination of isolated 
partkles (Bg. 5) 
I 
1. 
Skeleton (fig. 6) 
Rose of directions (fig. 7 )  
As the estimation of the order of directions is precisely the object of OUT research, 
we choose an isotropic structuring element ID prevent any a priori about the aniso.tropy 
of the image. W i t h  the rose ‘of directions method ( m m  /l/) we can parameter 12 
directtons in place of 8. 
I n  the sample By w i t h  We Gabarit filtering and the Mathematic Morphology in grey 
level technic, w e  can schema- a shape represented by a set of consequent m y  levels 
and we can study separately each directional structure. 
About the three images presented in fig. 7 (A bars, B bars and B gullies), dl th? 
South component directions are very low: the screen of the directions is more evident 
here than in the upper statistic method above. 
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Fig.3. Two images Gabarit Directions: 
samples A (left) and B (right) 
12126 
I 1 3 7 ~t 5 IL
Sample A Sample B 
Fig.4. Histogram of directions 
Fig.5. Binary and clean image: 
sample B gullies 
C. Méring et al. . .  
Fig.6. Skeleton: three samples 
A bars, B bars B gullies 
83 
152 326 
104 
440 440 
103 
324 149 
83 
278 
498 
/ 
464 
497 , 463 
277 
226 359 
477 
225 
476 
357 
1687 
\ I 1629 
I 
Fig.7. Three roses of directions 
A bars B bars B gullies 
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W e  compare now the rose A bars to the rose B bars; then the rose A gullies to the 
rose B gullies. I n  A bars and B bars, the same directions (E  and ENE) are the most 
fhquent; in  A gullies and B gullies, the directions N, "W and NNE are more 
fkquent. I 
Hence, we have given rise b a 12 levels variable, which a l l o w s  a quantitative 
characterization of the structure anisotropy: w e  consider this characterization as a 
signature of the extracted structure. 
After having applied this algorithm to the eight previous samples, we obtain compara- 
ble measurements on the directions of the shapes extracted &m the image. The only 
transfbrmations we should eventually reconsider are the grey level transfbrmations and 
their final thresholding, which suppose of the operator a personnal decision in  every 
case. But the g'elimination of isolated particles1g operation, fbllowed by the 
%keletonll operation presents the benefit that  an operatar's choice is 
I n  the same time, w e  experimentedwith a technique used i n  material sciences /l / ;  
isolation of particles on the image, then calculation of the skeleton by zone of' 
muence  or S B  ( f h m  /e/). I n  that case, the original image is the ou- &m 
Gabarit =tering (not, as used above, the directions image). W e  use the fblbwing 
algorithm : 
not required. 
R a d i u s  1 dilation 
Thresholding 
Skeleton by zone of 
Muence (Skiz) 
i '  
c 
T h i s  process presents the advantage to be short and b require only one operator's 
decision: the thresholding; however, its automatization, w h i c h  w i l l  a l low comparison O f  
results of the whole set of samples, would apparently depend on (for instance) a settled 
number of particles obtained at the thresholding step: the experiment is now b be 
done. 
Radiometric signal processings as bi-dimensionnal Fourier T r a n s f i r m  have been experi- 
mented by our SW (&m /2/) in order to study sand-hills structures and to measure 
directions. I n  the present example, the direction calculation implies an image inter- 
pretation by the operator, on the contrary of the bi-dimensionnal Fourier Transform, 
which does not require any choice during the operation. But as the maximal energy 
spectra f h m  a Fourier Transfbrm on single sub-linear structured images can easily 
be taken for principal directions, there is a higher chance to misinterpret them in the 
case of various structures here presented. Besides, it shall be necessary to make 
M e r  researches on the UniCity of grey level transformations and of the tl-resholding, 
which a l l o w s  the extraction of the objects: sand-hill bars, gullies. 
With above processes, precise measurements on landscape shapes and structures are m a d e  
possible: then very precise and detailed comparisons become equally possible, allowing 
to find a relationship between the very same structures or to estimate little changes 
in a given structure. Moreover, the parameters we obtain, based on Earth images, can 
be related to other,,malytic measurements about the same objects, the same 
phenomena. 
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